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R

emote Learning
On the whole, we have all been displaying perseverance
Term 3, Week 5
and resilience in executing our “assigned” roles during
No doubt, we are
our flexible and remote learning program. We endeavour
all heartened by the news
to continue to provide, as educators, and support, as parthat the number of conents, an authentic learning program and to maintain a
firmed cases of COVIDpositive and nurturing home learning environment for
19 in Victoria have been
the students.
steadily reducing over
the past week, however, the importance of adhering to This has been achieved, in part, by including student
the current level 4 restrictions remains paramount!
wellbeing activities, which parents can engage in with
their children, within our weekly remote learning proThat said, and as a school, the mental health and wellbe- gram. The “You Can Do It’ component or participation
ing of everyone during this pandemic - students, staff in the Health and Physical Education component or the
and parents - remains an important consideration. If stu- Visual Arts’ natural alignment with “mindfulness” are
dents aren’t mentally and physically well, they can’t all major contributors towards student wellbeing!
learn effectively. If teacher s ar en’t mentally and physically well, they can’t teach effectively and if parents Additionally, last week, our Year Preps celebrated an
aren’t mentally and physically well, they can’t support important milestone in their educational journey as they
the learning and teaching program effectively, particular- celebrated “One Hundred Days of Learning”. This week
ly during this second phase of further flexible and remote we’re asking all classes to celebrate our collective perselearning.
verance and resilience by acknowledging that we are
now at the halfway mark. Hopefully the number of
The Department continues to provide a full suite of ser- COVID-19 confirmed cases is now past its peak and we
vices to support mental health and wellbeing. More in- are halfway through Term 3 and thereby halfway
formation and the full list of supports and services can be through our remote learning with anticipation that we
found on the COVID-19 Health, Safety and Wellbeing might all return to face-to-face teaching and learning at
Support for Schools page.
the start of Term 4!! Surely this is reason to celebrate!!!

Term 4
Term 3
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tudents’ Responsibilities During Remote
urriculum Highlights - Remote Learning
Learning
Given we are halfway through Term 3 and
Understandably, the degree of student responsibilthereby halfway through our remote learning, it
ities during learning from home needs to be commensu- is with anticipation that we maintain hope for a return
rate to the age, stage of schooling and needs of the chil- to face-to-face teaching and learning at the start of
dren. However, with parent guidance, all students Term 4!
should:
Meanwhile, and as a means of maintaining a positive

Regularly monitor digital platforms [Showbie] for mindset, this week we asked all classes to celebrate our
announcements and feedback from their teachers. collective perseverance and resilience by acknowledg
Do their personal best work by completing tasks ing this current “halfway” milestone and take time for
some celebratory activities! Such activities would enwith integrity and academic honesty.
hance students’ levels of personal wellbeing and could

Do their best to meet timeline and due dates.
be as simple as inviting a pet to a class Zoom meeting !

Communicate openly with their teachers and tell
them if they have any concerns or issues.

Continue to abide by our school’s behaviour
guidelines and school values.

We pride ourselves on continuing to provide a comprehensive learning and teaching program and assign
learning tasks based on the Department of Education
and Training’s recommended allocations of:
Prep to grade 2:

Literacy activities
60 minutes daily

Numeracy activities
45 minutes daily

Additional learning areas, play-based learning
and physical activity
45 minutes daily
This equates to a total of 150 minutes - 2.5 hours daily.

Our School Values

Grades 3-6

Literacy activities

Numeracy activities

Physical activities

Additional curriculum areas

60 minutes daily
45 minutes daily
30 minutes daily
90 minutes daily

This equates to a total of 225 minutes - 3.75 hours daily.
From most accounts,
derived through student surveys, we appear to have achieved
the desired balance.
However, individual
students who seek
more than the allocation of assigned tasks
also have access to
programs such as
Mathletics where individual challenges can
be set and achieved!
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emote Learning
Term 3, Week 5
The video conferencing tool ZOOM has
proven to be valuable
during our flexible and
remote learning program.

acilities Update—All Tools Down!
As you are aware, on 3 August, Premier Daniel
Andrews announced that under the Stage 4 lockdown, work on construction sites throughout metropolitan Melbourne would be restricted as part of the state’s
comprehensive effort to reduce movement across the
city and slow the spread of coronavirus (COVID-19).

It enables the classes and the teachers to remain connected to each other and provides an excellent forum for
the teacher to outline the teaching and learning program
for the day and for explicit instruction.

This included school construction, upgrade and maintenance projects. The Victorian School Building Authority (VSBA) has classified each of the Melbourne projects it is managing in one of three ways.

The teacher can see their entire class on screen and pro- 
vide instant feedback! Below, we have Prep SM engaged in their recent handwriting lesson!





‘State Critical Infrastructure Projects’ and essential maintenance will be able to continue, reducing workers on site where practical to do so. This
includes new schools opening next year, upgrades essential to ensuring the state can meet
short-term enrolment needs, and other work critical for school safety.
Restricted Operations projects will be able to
continue but in a reduced way, with the maximum number of workers limited in accordance
with industry regulations published by Business
Victoria.
Suspended projects will have to cease onsite
work completely for the duration of Stage 4 restrictions.

As a school project managed by the VSBA, they have
uilding family resilience during coronavirus since notified our builder about our project’s classification, and the new safety measures that apply.
(COVID-19).
On Tuesday 25 August, the Department of Education and Training is presenting a free webinar for par- Accordingly, given that our project is deemed not critients and carers by renowned child psychologist Dr Mi- cal for school safety, we were required to instruct our
chael Carr-Gregg, on building family resilience during builder/contractor that onsite works were to cease immediately and remain suspended for the duration of the
coronavirus (COVID-19).
Stage 4 lockdown restrictions.
Parents and carers play a vital role in helping children
feel safe through uncertain times. Dr Carr-Gregg’s With the concrete slab recently poured, we were lookwebinar is aptly named Managing the Coronacoaster – ing forward to the framing and brickwork for our secTips for Building Resilient Families in the Corona- ond stage of the administration upgrade - our staff room
extension, however, … for now ... it’s all tools down!
virus Era.

B

In this webinar, Dr Carr-Gregg provides tools and strategies for parents and carers to help manage the lockdown and remote learning. Topics include:

your supportive role

setting the emotional tone

focusing on what you can control

how to deal with disappointment

further resources and where to get help.
Dr Carr-Gregg’s presentation will run for 45 minutes.
This will be followed by a 15-minute question-andanswer session in which parents and carers can ask Dr
Carr-Gregg questions.
Webinar details

When: Tuesday 25 August

Time: 7:30pm

Duration: 45- minute presentation followed by
15-minute questions and answers session

Format: online via Webex

Cost: fr ee

Term 3
TO ALL BRENTWOOD PARK PRIMARY
SCHOOL STUDENTS.
CONGRATULATIONS, YOU HAVE
CONSISTENTLY DISPLAYED THE BPPS
SCHOOL VALUES AND ARE NOW HALF WAY
THROUGH TERM 3!!
YOU ARE RESILIENT, PERSISTENT AND
INCREDIBLY AMAZING!!
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educing the Risk COVID-19
The maintaining of social distancing and personal hygiene habits which includes washing hands thoroughly
and practising good sneeze/cough etiquette are all measures we can all take to combat the spread of COVID-

